
June 26th, 2019

June traditionally marks the start of every club and 
University's Henley Campaign, and for EUBC this is no 
different. After lots of seat racing over the past few 
weeks, crews were set for Henley Women's Regatta for 
the Women's squad and Marlow Regatta for the Men's 
squad. 

Marlow Regatta  
After managing to raise enough money and getting 
sponsorship from The Barn, The Cricket Field Court and 
Ann's Pasties, the Men's squad have been able to rent a 
carbon wing Empacher 8+, a 2018 Filippi 4+ and a 
Filippi 4x. This has really motivated the squad to push on 
for the upcoming races.  

The 4x kicked off the day 
coming 6th in the time 
trial which meant they 
gained a place in the A 
final. This was impressive 
considering they had a 
sub from Quintin Rowing 
Club coming to race on 

the day.  

The 4+ followed suit, 
bettering the result 
winning the time trial 
by 6 seconds over a 
Canadian Crew. The 
8+ also had a great start by coming 5th in the time trial, 
securing a place in the A final later that afternoon.  

With all crews in A finals, the races were challenging but 
nonetheless, the 4x came 6th, 8+ came 5th whilst the 4+ 
had an incredibly tight race all the way down the track 
with the Canadian Crew, but missed out on first place by 
a length. The results for the 8+ meant they had done 
enough to pre-qualify for the Temple Challenge Cup for 

Sponsorship 

The senior men's appeal for 
funding was met with 
unbelievable enthusiasm. In 
particular we would like to thank 
Fresh Student Living for a 
substantial sponsorship deal, and 
Ann's Pasties of Cornwall for 
providing us with not only funding 
but delicious post-race fuel! 
Finally, without the generosity of 
our families and friends none of 
this would have been possible. 
Thank you from everyone in the 
men's 4+ and 8+.   

Images below: men with the 
pasties from Ann's Pasties and 
with water bottles from Fresh 
Student Living.  
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Henley Royal Regatta.  

Henley 
Women's 
Regatta 
Whilst the men were busy in Eton Dorney, the Women's 
squad were busy just a few miles away at Henley. We had 
a selection of crews racing this year from singles to quads 
and an 8+. All crews were required to qualify and due to 
the competitive nature of Henley, the Aspirational Single 
and Aspirational Academic 8+ did not make it through. 
However, they had solid races and will take the 
experience of racing at this prestigious event through to 
next year, especially the novices that were racing in the 
8+.  

The Development 4+ did a 
great job in being one of the 
fastest 16 boats out of 36 after 
narrowly missing out last year in 
being the fastest non-qualifier.  

The two fours had quarter finals 
on the 

Friday evening. They were both 
drawn against tough competition 
with the 4- racing Nottingham A.  
Despite both crews having a great 
start, they were unfortunately not 
fast enough for the classy racing of 
the other crews. The majority of 
these fours have returners so we can't wait to see what 
they can do next year.  

The two quads, Aspirational and 
Champ had races on Saturday. 
The Aspirational quad drew the 
eventual winners of their category 
and the 
Champ quad 
drew a 

Leander crew. They both had a solid 
race, but sadly did not progress to 
the next round. 

Henley Royal Regatta 
qualifiers  

With the Temple 8+ pre-
qualifying, EUBC are entering 3 
other boats. 

Prince of Wales - 4x 

Jack Gowing, Tom Bryan-Isaacs, 
Monty Pilkington and Gianmarco 
Rubino. 

Prince Albert - 4+ 

Josh Braithwaite, James Doran, 
James Beattie, Sebastien Tyrie 
and Sophie Figueiredo.  

Princess Grace - 4x 

Bella Daniels, Seun Olubodun, 
Rosie Little, and Izzy Lingard. 

Remenham - 8+ 

Kathryn Hinton, Amy Pearson, Elle 
Nash, Charlotte Geeroms, Anya 
George, Tobi Olubodun, Amelia 
Lozinska-Brown, Niamh Hyland 

We wish the best of luck to all the 
athletes in the run up to 
qualifiers.  

Abby Pape - Aspirational Single 

Aspirational Academic 8+
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